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Abstract

Distributed query processing is important for Distributed Database Systems. Through the past years, the research focus in distributed query processing has been on how to realize join operations with different operators such as semi-join and Bloom Filter. Experiments show that using bloom filters, the hash-semijoin, almost always does better than semi-join for the query processing. However as long as you use bloom filter, you cannot avoid collisions. So in order to get the cheaper processing, some of the past work uses two or more bloom filters to do the hash-semijoin. However several factors still affect the cost and optimization result.

1. How to decide the perfect number of the bloom filters, and what kind of bloom filter should be chosen.
2. There is no way to avoid collisions when utilizing bloom filters.
3. With bloom filter, we cannot keep the exact location information of the joining attributes (loss of join information).
4. With bloom filter, we never can combine the useful composite semi-join in the process.

Taking the idea of PERF join into account, why not use the bloom filter (hash-semijoin) concept but come up with a new kind of filter “Complete Reducing Filter” (CRF), which can avoid the disadvantages of bloom filter, as well as inherit the advantages of it?

We propose and implement a new algorithm called Complete Reducing Filter (CRF) based on PERF join, which can keep the join location information, as well as lower transmission cost (because it’s still using the filter concept). At the same time, CRF can combine the composite semi-join into the process, which overcome the impossibility if only using a bloom filter. With the variation of the bloom filter, we try to achieve better performance with lower cost.

Keywords: Distributed query processing, semi-join, bloom filter, hash-semijoin, composite semi-join
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Chapter 1 — Introduction

Database Systems are the cornerstone of our current highly developed society. In recent decades, we have achieved great progress in this field, from the first generation — file system to current relational, object-relational or multimedia database systems [Gra96][Ozs00]. With the change of organizations' structure and business style, distributed database systems (such as Mariposa [Ols94], System R* [MOH84], Ingres [Ull89]) are naturally playing an important role for enterprises. Whether catering to the needs of large data warehousing or data mining, or even mobile database systems, effective query processing is a key factor affecting the system's performance. In a distributed database system [OV91][Ols94][Pik97], query processing plays the role. Different algorithms that improve the performance of queries have been developed during the past two decades. The overhead of distributed query processing contains two parts: Local cost and communication cost. Various techniques provide many algorithms to optimize these two aspects for better performance. Most of them take communication cost as the focus for distributed query optimization. Operations such as join, semi-join, hash-semi join and so on are used in various algorithms to achieve optimal results. It has been proved that the optimal query processing problem is **NP-hard** [HR94][GZ98][PV88]. So through different search strategies, whether heuristic or dynamic programming, we only try to find a near-optimal strategy for query optimization. The query is usually processed as follows [AHY83][BGW'81]:

1
1. Initial local processing: All local operations are processed (Selections and projections).

2. Specific operations (Such as semi-join reduction).

3. Final Reassembling (send all needed relations to the final site for final joins).

To consider effectively reducing the communication cost, most of the algorithms focus on the second step. With different operators (semi-join, hash-semijoin or PERF\(^1\) join [LR95]), and different searching strategies (dynamic programming, greedy, or randomized methods), the size of needed relations (or fragments) is reduced, so that cost of transmission to the final site is reduced as much as possible. Different cost models have different criteria, among which response time and total time are often used. Response time cost models consider that each operation is processed in parallel, so the maximum time from sending the query to getting the result is the cost of the processing. The total time model considers the whole time consumed during processing.

The rest of this thesis will be divided into several parts. In chapter 2, the literature review and various strategies for distributed query processing are described. In chapter 3, we introduce the motivation for the thesis, and the methods we propose to use for implementation and evaluation. The experiments and evaluation results will be given in chapter 4. Finally we will give conclusions and look forward to future work.

\(^1\) PERF is Positionally Encoded Record Filter, which was described in details in the paper [LR95].
2.1 Distributed Database System (DDBS)

The use of a database system is motivated by the desire to integrate the operational data and to provide autonomic control over the data. A database system is an evolution from the traditional management systems such as a file system. Database Management systems provide integrated manipulations on data instead of depending on the various applications for random control of the data. With the widespread use of networks, a new kind of database system is coming into being, that is, the distributed database system. It is a combination of a database system with the computer networks [CY91]. As Figure 1.1 shows, for any organization, in order to implement and maintain the necessary source management and data flow, it may need several databases for the whole organization, which are located in more than one place, or even distributed far away from each other. But the most important fact is, they are connected by a network, and communicate with each other and provide correct functions for any upper queries. However, for the users sitting in front of any terminal, who try to find a query result, they even don’t notice the lower layer’s distributed features. In front of them, it seems a big central database below in the system that provides everything they want.
Generally speaking, control of a database is changing from the centralized to the distributed, which brings many advantages together with many issues. In the environment of distributed database systems, the manipulation of data, or data processing can be realized in parallel, with the support of multiple computers geographically distributed. What is a real distributed database system (DDBS)? We can define it as a collection of multiple, logically interrelated databases distributed over a computer network. A distributed database management system (DDBMS) is then defined as the software system that permits the management of the DDBS and makes the distribution transparent to the users. We may get a rough idea about a distributed environment from Figure 1.2. The first upper layer is terminal layer, which can be regarded as clients, who send out queries and fetch information from the lower layers to meet their needs. The second layer can be regarded as servers, which execute commands coming from clients, and send the
outcome back to clients as well. This layer is the intermediate layer, which connects the clients and the data source. Under it, is the data source layer. More than one database is sitting there. If we look at the layout horizontally, we can see different servers have connections to each other. So do the database systems. This horizontal connection between different database systems will fulfill the functions of distributed database systems, such as data sharing, replication and so on.

![Diagram of Distributed Environment](image)

*Figure 1.2 Layout of Distributed Environment*

Basically, distributed database systems can have such attributes as the following:

The database is stored on several computers, or sites, which are connected via a network. Different sites have different data, functions and relations, and each one has to maintain a local database, but at any time, it can participate in a global query. With such systems, data sharing between sites becomes easy, and in many systems, local control in function over local data is maintained to allow autonomy. With replication, reliability and availability can be ensured. At the same time, such systems have increased complexity, more development costs, greater potential for coding errors, and increased overheads due
to communication via a network. Also we have to think much more about security over the network.

Among complex issues, the most important is query processing, which is the core of a database system for effective response. So what is the optimal execution plan for a query in a distributed database system? How do we get the best outcome in a distributed environment? Query optimization is what we have to focus on.

2.2 Query Optimization Processing

As mentioned above, in distributed database systems, a large number of parameters affect the performance of distributed queries [Kos00][Pik97]. In particular, the relations involved in a distributed query may be fragmented [Seg86] and/or replicated to reduce the communication overhead costs. Furthermore, with many sites to access, query response time can be very high. We just draw our attention to relational distributed database systems, which are popular.

The main function of a relational query processor is to transform a high level query (direct user input query) into an equivalent lower level query. Then the lower level query processing implements the execution plan. The transformation from the high level query to the low level query should be correct and efficient. Because a relational query may have multiple equivalents and correct transformations into relational algebra, where each execution strategy can lead to a great difference in performance and cost, the main problem of query optimization is to find or select the strategy that minimizes the cost. So
one of the core components for a query optimizer is its search strategy or enumeration algorithm. Among the operations on a database, select-project-join is the most commonly used. In the literature, many different methods are proposed by different researchers on such operations, especially on joins. The basic steps for distributed query processing are [LPP91]:

- Sequencing optimization: The best sequence of binary joins is selected to execute n-ary joins
- Materialization: Each relation has to be retrieved. It may exist in multiple copies in the system or may be fragmented horizontally or vertically. The optimal site for materializing is chosen.
- Distribution: The optimal allocation of binary join executions as well as the storing of intermediate result relations among the available sites is determined.
- Execution strategy: A binary join can be implemented by means of a number of techniques.

In order to achieve optimal or near-optimal execution plans, different kinds of operators are introduced to deal with join operations, such as semi-join, bloom filter [AHY83][BGW+81][TC92][WLC91]. Most research assumes that the transmission cost via a network is the most expensive part of query processing cost except the local cost for local processing. There are different situations based on different network topologies. In some rapid networking environments, local cost is comparable with transmission cost. Whatever the case is, the join operation is one of the most time-consuming operations, so
current research pays lots of attention to how to reduce the cost for join operations in distributed database system, such as what the join order is, what kind of operators are involved and so on. In the following sections, we give more details of powerful algorithms occurring in query processing.

2.3 Algorithms

Different algorithms based on different views can be classified into the following categories: join, semi-join, hash-semijoin, PERF join and interleaving join with semi-join.

**Join Operator**

Join is a very time consuming operation in database systems [UL89]. When we migrate from centralized database systems to distributed database systems, the join operation becomes the most costly process. Look at Figure 2.1. Suppose we have two relations that are residing separately on different sites. In relation R, we have the information about ID and Name, while in relation S we have ID and Age. In order to get full information on ID, Name and Age, we need to join these two relations in the distributed database system. Based on the joining attribute: ID, we do the join operation, and get the final relation as shown in this figure. As we can see from this example, even though the final result of the join operation is always same, the way to implement the join operation varies a lot. Because relation R and relation S are not residing in the same database, we can have many means to do that. For example, we can first send the whole relation R to the site where relation S is residing, then do the join operation locally at the site of S, and finally send the join result to the query site. So many authors focus on how to minimize the cost
of join operations. The main focus of the join method in System R* is as follows [MOH84]:

Figure 2.1 Join

Join order — Same as in the centralized case, the optimizer has to select the join ordering.

Access method — When access each fragment, do we use clustered index or sequential scan?

Join method — Use merge join or nested loop join?

The decisions for these three issues are based on statistics and formulas used to estimate the size of intermediate results and access path information. In the meantime, the optimizer has to select the join site and the method of transferring data between sites.

Join site — Decide the best site or required site for the join operations. There are three candidate sites for the join operation: the site of the first relation, the site of the second relation and a third site, such as the query site where the join result needs to be presented.
Inner table transfer strategy — When we need one relation (called inner table or slave relation) to join with the other one (called outer table or master relation), what is the inner table transfer strategy. Just transferred as needed (called Fetch-as-needed) or wholly transferred (called Ship-whole)? Ship-whole generates a larger data transfer but fewer messages than fetch-as-needed. It is obviously better to ship whole relations when they are small. However, when the relation is large and the join has good selectivity (only small parts of tuples matched), we should use fetch-as-needed.

The R* algorithm uses the total time as the standard for the strategy. It can be regarded as an exhaustive search among all alternatives that are defined by the permutation of the relation join order, join methods, result site, access method and intermediate site transfer mode.

**Semi-join**

The semi-join has become the most popular operator recently to replace joins, because it effectively reduces the inter-site’s relation size and minimizes the cost of transmission.

What is a semi-join? Basically, a semi-join has the following steps to go through [AHY83][BGW+81] [Gra96] [HR94] [WLC91]:

1. Local processing (Selection-Projection).
2. On the joining attribute, give the projection of that attribute of one relation.
3. Transfer the projection to the other relation and execute join between the projection and the second relation.
4. Finally transfer the reduced relation to the final site for joining.
Suppose we wish to join two relations $R_i$ and $R_k$, which means we want to execute $R_i \bowtie R_k$ over the join attribute $j$. A semi-join from relation $R_i$ to relation $R_k$ over the join attribute $j$, is executed as follows:

1. Project relation $R_i$ over attribute $j$ to get the projection $d_i$.
2. Ship the projection $d_i$ to the site of relation $R_k$.
3. Execute $d_i \bowtie R_k$.

The semi-join reduces the size of $R_k$ by eliminating the tuples that cannot be part of $R_i \bowtie R_k$. The reduced $R_k$ can now be shipped to the query site with savings on transmission costs. In a similar way we can reduce $R_i$ using the reduced $R_k$. Here is an example. Two relations $R_i$ and $R_k$ on joining attribute $j$:

![Diagram showing semi-join process]

Figure 2.2 Semi-join
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First, we project relation $R_i$ on the joining attribute $j$, we then get the projection $R_i[j]$ with 3 tuples valued as 2, 4 and 6. Then we ship the projection $R_i[j]$ to site 2 and join it with relation $R_k$. Therefore, we get reduced relation $R_k$ as $R_k'$. So far we finish the first semi-join from $R_i$ to $R_k$. Similarly, we project $R_k'$ on the joining attribute $j$. Ship the projection $R_k'[j]$ back to site 1. At site 1, we join projection $R_k'[j]$ with $R_i$, so that we implement the semi-join in the other direction, and reduce $R_i$ as well.

**SDD-1 [BGW'81]**

SDD-1 was the first method in Distributed query processing to use the semi-join as the reducer to minimize the cost. It uses the set model as the estimation of cost and benefit. In the SDD-1 distributed system, queries are submitted to SDD-1 in a high level procedural language called Datalog. Optimization begins by translating each Datalog into a relational calculus form called an Envelope. Then Envelopes are processed in two phases.

Phase 1: Subset (Database) — Execute relational operations at various sites of the distributed database in order to delimit a subset of the database that contains all data relevant to the envelope. The semi-join operator is used in the reduction phase to reduce the size of the relations that do not satisfy the qualification of the query.

Phase 2: Transmit the reduced relations to one designated site.

**AHY [AHY83]**

In this paper, instead of computing the joins immediately, we first reduce the sizes of each relation by possible restrictions and projections. If one relation has the join
attributes, we use an operation called semi-join to delete the unnecessary tuples. To compute a semi-join, the unique values of the joining attribute of one relation are sent to the other relation. It is cheaper to compute this semi-join than the complete join. In the result node, the complete join will be computed after the reduced relations have arrived by concatenating matching tuples on the joining attributes. The data transmissions are used for reducing a relation and the transmission of the reduced relation to the query computer form a schedule for the relation. We first give some notation. $d_{ij}$ represents the projection of relation $i$ on joining attribute $j$. For example, as shown in Figure 2.2.1, $d_{21}$ means projection of relation 2 on joining attribute 1. Attributed $d_{21}$ is sent to attributed $d_{31}$. A semi-join is performed on relation $R_3$. The reduced $d_{31}$ attributed is sent to relation $R_1$ in parallel with attributed $d_{22}$. Further relational operations reduce the size of relation $R_1$. Finally the reduced relation $R_1$ is sent to the result node.

![Figure 2.2.1 AHY](image)

Hevner and Yao introduced and investigated algorithms Parallel and Serial, which respectively compute minimum response and total time schedules for simple queries.

A general query has more than one joining attribute. So, a relation can be reduced in size by semi-joins on different joining attributes. However each time it considers just
a simple join, which means all the relations are involved in the semi-join with a single attribute. This may not give the optimal solution from the algorithm.

**Hash-semijoin**

The idea of hash-semijoin is to use a new operator hash-semijoin to replace the semi-join in order to reduce the transmission cost of semi-join, so as to get the reduced result more efficiently [CCY92][Gra96].

Step 1: Initialize a bit array of F bits all to be 0. The size of F is computed by

\[ F = (d/\ln 2) \times |R| \]

Step 2: For each value of the join attribute in \( R_i \), generate d bit addresses using the d hash functions and set the corresponding d bits in the bit array to 1.

Step 3: Transmit the bit array to the site of \( R_i \).

Step 4: For each tuple of \( R_i \), use the d hash functions to hash the join attribute value to d bit addresses. Test if all the d bits in the bit array are 1s. If Yes, output the tuple to the result relation \( R'_i \), else discard the tuple.

For Example: Hash (B attribute value) \( \rightarrow \) address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>H(B) filter</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R2'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2.3 Hash-semijoin*
For each tuple in relation $R_1$, we use the hash function $H(B) \rightarrow \text{address}$. Because we only have value 3 and 5 in the column $B$, so in the filter bit array, at the addresses 3 and 5, we set ‘1’, the other bit we set ‘0’, which means we do not have any value that can be hashed to this address. Then we send the $H(B)$ filter to relation $R_2$. Based on the same hash function, we probe relation $R_2$ row by row. If the correspondent address in the $H(B)$ filter is ‘1’, we keep this tuple in $R_2$, otherwise, we get rid of the tuple, because it can not be in the final join result anyway. Therefore, we get the reduced relation $R_2$ as $R_2'$, as shown in Figure 2.3.

The hash-semijoin is proposed for more cost-effective distributed query processing. The search filter in the hash-semijoin achieves considerable savings in the cost of a semi-join operation. However it only works on tree queries, and the performance is tightly related with the hash functions (bloom filters). For the bloom filter, the main advantages are cost reduction and less storage demand; Comparably, Value vector [Mul96]: $V_A = (n_1, \ldots, n_m)$ is defined such that $n_i$ is the number of tuples in a relation which have value $v_i$ for attribute $A$. To join two relations, which have not been reduced, the value vector method will be very accurate. For already reduced relations, the bloom filter method does not rely on assumptions about independence of attributes. So bloom filter method is more reliable. In the value vector approach, one must store the number of tuples, which contain each possible value of each attribute. In the bloom filter approach, one scan of the relation is enough to build the filter (for all attributes desired). Only a few thousand bits is needed for storage [Mul96].
Two-way Semi-join

Two-way semi-join is an extended version of the semi-join for more cost-effective distributed query processing [Seg86]. If we denote the two-way semi-join of Ri and Rj on attribute A as \( R_i \leftarrow A \rightarrow R_j \), then \( R_i \leftarrow A \rightarrow R_j = \{ R_i \leftarrow A \rightarrow R_j \} \). It is computed by the following steps:

1. Send \( R_i[A] \) from site i to j.

2. Reduce \( R_j \) by eliminating tuples whose attribute A does not match any of \( R_i[A] \).
   During reduction of \( R_j \), partition \( R_i[A] \) into \( R_i[A]m \) and \( R_i[A]nm \) where \( R_i[A]m \) is the set of values in \( R_i[A] \) which match one of \( R_i[A] \) and \( R_i[A]nm \) is \( R_i[A]- R_i[A]m \).

3. Send either \( R_i[A]m \) or \( R_i[A]nm \), whichever is less in size from site j back to i.

4. Reduce \( R_i \) using either \( R_i[A]m \) or \( R_i[A]nm \). If \( R_i[A]m \) is used, then tuples whose attribute A does not matching any of \( R_i[A]m \) are eliminated. If \( R_i[A]nm \) is used, then tuples whose attribute A matches one of \( R_i[A]nm \) are eliminated.

Global Semi-joins

In [RK91], a sequence of forward semi-joins with a sequence of backward semi-joins is applied to propagate the benefit of semi-joins on relations. In the process, a structure known as a connector is used, which records the former semi-join’s effect. This is a small table, which can easily fit in the memory for the next step semi-join. However, this method is a serial method, which excludes the possibility of processing in parallel, and it omits the local processing cost, which may be high. Comparably, in [WLC91][CCY92], a parallel semi-join execution method is proposed. The goal of one-shot semi-join execution is to remedy the inefficiency of traditional semi-join processing algorithms, which favor sequential execution of semi-joins. Under this new method, the initial local
processing and final join processing for a distributed query remain the same. But, the query optimizer has to decide on a set of semi-joins to be executed first and the semi-join processing step is further partitioned into three phases, namely, the projection phase, the transmission phase and the reduction phase. In the projection phase, a relation $R_i$ is scanned once to generate all the necessary semi-join projections. Then all the semi-join projections are transmitted in parallel to the corresponding sites to perform semi-joins in the transmission phase. After the transmission, for each semi-join to a relation $R_i$, its semi-join projection is available at the site where $R_i$ resides. Therefore, global semi-join optimization is possible. Global semi-join optimization is impossible if semi-joins are executed sequentially.

**Domain specific Semi-join**

Many query optimization algorithms proposed for fragmented databases apply semi-joins to reduce the size of the fragments of joining relations before they are sent to a final processing site. When semi-joins are employed in such a system, they have to be performed in a relation to relation or a relation to fragment manner to avoid eliminating contributive tuples. Many algorithms [AHY83][BGW'81][CL84] only propose semi-joins for non-fragmented databases. In order to improve the semi-join associated with the joining fragmented relations, domain specific semi-join is introduced [CL90]. It may be performed in a fragment to fragment manner and provide more flexibility in distributed query processing. In horizontally partitioned databases, a domain is a set of values. Tuples of a relation are horizontally partitioned into disjoint subsets called horizontal fragments. A fragmented relation $R_i$ can be reconstructed by performing a union operation on all its fragments. $R_i = \bigcup_k R_{i_k}$. So a join between two fragmented relations $R_i$
and \( R_j \) is equivalent to a union over joins between each fragment of \( R_i \) and each fragment of \( R_j \):

\[
( \bigcup_{k} R_{ik} ) [A=B] \bigcup_{m} R_{jm} = \bigcup_{k,m} (R_{ik}[A = b]\bigcap R_{jm})
\]

When using the traditional semi-join in fragmented relations this way, it is easy to lose contributive tuples for the fragment join. The domain specific semi-join operation \( R_{ik}(A=B)R_{jm} \), \( A, B \) are the joining attributes and \( R_{ik} R_{jm} \) are two fragments of the joining relations \( R_i \) and \( R_j \), is defined as

\[
R_{ik}(A=B)R_{jm} = \{ r \mid r \in R_{ik}, r.A \in R_{jm}[B] \cup (\text{Dom}[R_{j,B}]-\text{Dom}[R_{jm,B}]) \}. \quad \text{Here, Dom}[R_{j,B}] \text{ represents the domain of the joining attribute B in relation } R_j, \text{ while Dom}[R_{jm,B}] \text{ represents the domain of the fragment } R_{jm} \text{ on joining attribute B. The whole formula means when we semi-join the two segments of each correspondent relation, the domain specific semi-join result is the semi-join result of the two segments’ normal semi-join union the semi-join by the first segment with the remaining part getting from the domain of the joining attribute on second relation minus the domain of the second fragment on the joining attribute.}
\]

Then for a fragmented relation \( R_i \) involved in multiple joins, the domain specific semi-joins on any fragment of \( R_i \) are permutable if the restricting relations are fragmented by their joining attributes. Let \( R_{ik}' = R_{ik}(A=B)R_{jm} \), the fragment \( R_{ik} \) after the domain specific semi-join reduction by \( R_{jm} \). We also assume \( \text{Dom}[R_{i,A}] = \text{Dom}[R_{j,B}] \), then

\[
R_{ik}' = |R_{ik}(A=B)R_{jm}| = |R_{ik}| \left( 1 - \frac{|\text{Dom}[R_{ik,A}] \cap \text{Dom}[R_{jm,B}]|}{|\text{Dom}[R_{ik,A}]|} \right) + \frac{|R_{km}[B]|}{|\text{Dom}[R_{ik,A}]||\text{Dom}[R_{jm,B}]|}
\]

\[
|R_{ik}'| \frac{|\text{Dom}[R_{ik,A}] \cap \text{Dom}[R_{jm,B}]|}{|\text{Dom}[R_{km,B}]||\text{Dom}[R_{jm,B}]|} = |R_{ik}| \frac{|R_{jm}[B]|}{|\text{Dom}[R_{jm,B}]|}
\]
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Composite Semi-joins

A composite semi-join is a semi-join in which the projection and transmission involve multiple columns [PC90]. In most of the algorithms multiple semi-joins may be performed with common source and common result sites. In this situation it may be beneficial to do the semi-joins as one composite rather than as multiple single column semi-joins. The paper looks at two classes of algorithms that may be improved with composite semi-joins. The first is the variations on Algorithm General response time version [AHY83], and selectivity is the main estimation method. The second is variations on Algorithm W. It uses “worst case elimination” to estimate attribute sizes after semi-joins. However both are static algorithms, not dynamic. For example, we have two relations 1 and 2 shown in Figure 2.4. Two common joining attributes 1 and 2 exist in both relations, which are denoted as D11, D12 and D21, D22. If we do only common semi-joins on the two joining attributes one by one, we will not reduce relation 2 at all. However, by comparison, if we do the composite semi-join, we’ll reduce the redundant tuples greatly.

We come to the following conclusion: Composite semi-joins are not always the best, however by combining semi-joins and composite semi-joins in one algorithm, it may be the best approach.

![Figure 2.4 Semi-join Only](image-url)
**PERF join** [LR95]

A PERF is based on the relation tuple scan order instead of hashing. Hence it doesn’t suffer any loss of join information incurred by hash collisions [GZ98]. The basic idea of PERF join is as follows: in 2-way semi-join, relation S is reduced by a semi-join with projection of relation R, P_R. But instead of transferring P_S back to R, send a bit-vector (PERF) that contains one bit for every tuple in P_R. That bit is set to 1 if it is in P_S and 0 otherwise. The order of the bits in the bit vector is the same tuple order of P_R that R’s site sent initially. Over semi-join or bloom-join, it is possible to apply PERF join among the partially reduced relations to further decrease the amount of spurious data being transmitted to the query assembling site, which in turn lowers the overall query response time.

PERF preserves the complete join information and minimizes network and storage overhead. It leads to cheap local join processing cost, especially when buffer memory is scarce. It also can handle the inequality join query and cyclic join query [LR95].
From the above figure, we can know clearly how to get the PERF vector of each relation. In the two relations R and S, X is the joining attribute. So we can get projections on joining attribute X of each relation denoted as PR and PS. When we begin to produce PERF(R), we pick each tuple in the projection PR and look into PS to see whether its value exists in PS. If it does exist, we set correspondent ‘1’ in the bit vector, otherwise, we set ‘0’. After going through all the tuples in the projection PR, we get PERF (R). Similarly, we scan each tuple in projection PS, and search that value in projection PR. If this value exists in the projection PR, we set ‘1’ for the bit vector, otherwise ‘0’. Finally, we will get the PERF (S).
Interleaving join with semi-join

In distributed query processing the conventional approach to reduce the amount of data transmission is to first apply a sequence of semi-joins as reducers and then ship the resultant relations to the final site to carry out the join operations. In view of this fact sometimes if we mix semi-join and joins, we can get better performance. In [CY91], an algorithm first establishes the join sequence, and it uses heuristics to insert semi-join operators.
Chapter 3 — Motivation & Evaluation Methods

3.1 Motivation

From experiments in [MO99], we can tell that it is almost always better to use hash-semijoins than semi-joins. New algorithms which use hash-semijoins exclusively should give better performance than simply taking the schedule produced by a semijoin-based algorithm and replacing the semi-joins with hash-semijoins. However, using hash-semijoin or bloom filter can never avoid false drop or so called collisions. In order to minimize the collisions that happen using the bloom filter, in [Lia99] two bloom filters are used, and experiments show that it is almost always better than using only one bloom filter. Will it be better to use more bloom filters? How should we choose the bloom filters? In fact, it so far has not been well formulized (only in [Mul96], some experimental data were given). Generally speaking, as long as you use bloom filters, you cannot avoid collisions. Why not use some new filter that can avoid collisions to reduce relations, so that we can get the benefit of using bloom filters, as well as avoid further collisions to achieve better performance? Taking [CCY92][Lia99][LR95][Ma97][MOL00][WLC91] into consideration, if we can find and use a new kind of operator (filter) which does not have any collisions to produce the schedules, we may not only get the benefit from filter based methods, but also avoid the cost produced by collisions of bloom filters. Another consideration is, whenever you use bloom filter, you cannot use composite semi-join as well. Based on the general idea from PERF join [LR95], I propose the new algorithm called Complete Reducing Filter (CRF). Using CRF algorithm, we can not only get the benefit of filter based methods, but also can combine composite semi-join with reducing filter to get better performance.
Complete Reducing Filter (CRF)

1. Apply one bloom filter: Reduce each remote relation $R_i$ with bloom filters generated from a subset of the other joining relations. The resulting relation $R_i'$ might still contain some non-joining tuples.

2. Send join attributes: Transmit join attributes projection(s) $P_{R_i'}$ in parallel to the assembling site. Combining the composite semi-join, join the $P_{R_i'}$ and generate a CRF($R_i'$) for each corresponding $R_i'$.

3. Receive CRF: Ship CRF($R_i'$) and combine with each $R_i'$. $R_i'$ will be fully reduced into a relation $R_i''$ which contains only the matching tuples.

4. Transmit matching tuples: After excluding the join attributes, send each $R_i''$ in parallel to the assembling site to compose the final join result.

As to the step 1 of CRF algorithm, optionally, we can work directly on the original large-size relations, because the input (relations to be dealt with) is transparent to CRF. We can take original relations as input to test CRF alone, also we can take the result of bloom filter as input to test whether it is also beneficial to apply CRF on the relations already processed.

First, let us look at a simple example about how the CRF works.

Suppose we have two relations $R_1$ and $R_2$. In each relation, they have joining attributes $J$.

In order to produce the CRFs as we planned, we go through the following steps:

1. At each local site, project $R_i$ ($i=1$ or $2$) on the joining attribute. Here the joining attribute is only $J$. 
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2. Make up the special form of projections locally with joining position information, as shown in Figure 3.1.

3. Only transfer the joining attribute column to an assembly site.

4. Scan the projections across, and produce each CRF

5. Send back each corresponding CRF and reduce each relation locally

6. If at the assembly site we have more than one projections from one relation, we use the logical operation AND to combine the filters, so as to implement the composite semi-join operation.

For example, we have CRF filters on relation $R_i$, totally the numbers of such filters for $R_i$ is equal to $j$. Therefore we can collectively get the final CRF filter on $R_i$. CRF($R_i$), which is: CRF($R_i$) = $\Pi_{k=1}^{j}$ CRF($R_i$)$_k$

![Figure 3.1 Projection and Position information locally produced](image)

![Figure 3.2 Scan projections and produce filters](image)
Here, we recap the whole algorithm with a comprehensive example:

Suppose we have three relations $R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$. In relation $R_1$, we have three attributes $A$, $B$ and $C$, while $B$ and $C$ are joining attributes. In relation $R_2$, we have four attributes $B$, $D$, $E$ and $F$, while $B$ and $F$ are the two joining attributes. In relation $R_3$, we have two attributes $F$ and $G$, while $F$ is the joining attributes.

Here are the tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_1$</th>
<th>$R_2$</th>
<th>$R_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.3 Tables of Relations*

1. First we project each relation on the joining attributes to get every joining attributes’ projections, $P_{R_1(B)}$, $P_{R_1(C)}$, $P_{R_2(B)}$, $P_{R_2(C)}$, $P_{R_2(F)}$ and $P_{R_3(F)}$.

2. Choose the relation with maximum degree to begin. In the example, because relation $R_2$ has three joining attributes, so it has the maximum degree. We start the algorithm from $R_2$.

On each joining attribute of $R_2$, we scan the other projections of the same joining attributes and produce the CRF of $R_2$ on each joining attribute. So we get $CRF_{R_2(C)}$, $CRF_{R_2(B)}$, $CRF_{R_2(F)}$ and the composite CRF filter $CRF_{R_2(B,C)}$. When we finish the
individual CRF filters of R2, we do the AND operation, to produce the CRF_{R2}, as shown in Figure 3.3, the left frame.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig3_4}
\caption{Final filters for each relation}
\end{figure}

Similarly, based on the related projections of other relations and available CRF_{R2}, we get CRF_{R1}. Here the existing of new produced CRF_{R2} will provide the updated information about R2’s projections needed for the following steps. Next based on the previous CRF_{Ri} and correspondent projections, we get CRF_{R3}.

3. Send the CRF_{Ri} back to each site.
4. Locally reduce each relation.

After the whole procedure, we are done with the reduction, and finally we can send the totally reduced relations to the assembly site for real join.
3.2 Evaluation Methods

In order to measure the performance of our algorithm, we need to find the objective comparable algorithms to carry on the evaluation.

1. Is it beneficial to apply this algorithm alone on relations involved?
2. It is a filter-based algorithm. Does it really outperform the popular bloom-filter algorithm? If no, what’s the condition to apply this algorithm for better performance?

Due to the two main concerns, we choose the following two comparison methods:

a) Compare the experimental result without applying CRF (e.g. Initial Feasible Solution) with that using CRF
b) Compare the experimental result using bloom filters with that using CRF

There are two ways to implement the CRF algorithm:

1. Sequential method
2. Parallel method or also called One-shot method.

Sequential method: Send the projection from one site to other, to get CRF(Ri) in order.
Parallel method: Send all projections of each relations to a third site, to get CRF(Ri) at one-shot. In my work, I want to find out how to implement the algorithm so that it is more cost-effective.

Concerns:

1. The local cost to implement the CRF algorithm (Sort-Scan).
2. In run time, the different cost from the sequential method and from parallel method.
Chapter 4 — Experiments & Evaluation

In this chapter, we present our experimental scenario and summarize the experimental results under such an environment.

4.1 Experimental System

The experimental System includes 3 parts: Database related statistical information generator (create_query.exe), true relations generator (rebuilder.exe), and the proposed algorithm producer (test.exe). The statistical information generator (create_query.exe) and true relations generator (rebuilder.exe) were created by previous colleagues in Database Group of Windsor University, and revised by me. The CRF algorithm producer (test.exe) is fully implemented by me.

Methodology

The framework of evaluating this Algorithm (CRF) is based on objectives:

1. To measure the performance enhancement of this algorithm in terms of response time
2. To measure the performance under a wide variety type of queries

The whole process looks like this way:

User query → create queries and statistical information for the whole database → create relations which meet such requirements → Execute Algorithm CRF → measure the performance

An example of query statistical table is shown below:

User query type: 6 relations and 2 joining attributes

```
6 2
```
Database Statistics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S(R_i)$</th>
<th>$S(d_{i1})$</th>
<th>$\rho(d_{i1})$</th>
<th>$S(d_{i2})$</th>
<th>$\rho(d_{i2})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>0.704878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>0.760194</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3200</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>0.663107</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>0.891262</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>0.708738</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>0.727642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>0.801626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.1 Database Statistical Information*

The size of relation $R_i$ is denoted as $S(R_i)$. The size and selectivity of each individual attribute are represented by $S(d_{ij})$ and $\rho(d_{ij})$ respectively. Here, we recap the definitions on relation size, attribute size and selectivity.

$S(R_i)$ is the size of relation $R_i$. Suppose cardinality of $R_i$ is $|R_i|$, width of a tuple in $R_i$ (in bits) is $W(R_i)$, $S(R_i) = |R_i| \times W(R_i)$.  

$S(d_{ij})$ is the size of joining attribute $j$ of relation $R_i$. $d_{ij}$ represents the joining attribute, the cardinality of $d_{ij}$ is $|d_{ij}|$ (or $|R_i|$ when we don’t eliminate the duplicates), then the width of the join attribute in bits is $W(d_{ij})$, $S(d_{ij}) = |d_{ij}| \times W(d_{ij})$.

$\rho(d_{ij})$ is the selectivity on each joining attribute $j$ of relation $R_i$. It is the number of different values occurring in the attributes divided by the number of all possible values of the attribute. Suppose the cardinality of the joining attribute is $|d_{ij}|$, the domain of $d_{ij}$ is $\text{Dom}(d_{ij})$, $\rho(d_{ij}) = \frac{|d_{ij}|}{\text{Dom}(d_{ij})}$. The selectivity is regarded as high when $\rho(d_{ij})$ is small.
For example as shown in Figure 4.1, the size of R1 is 2000, which doesn’t have joining attribute 1, so the size of the projection on joining attribute 1 and the selectivity are both 0. However it has joining attribute 2, the size of the projection of relation R1 on joining attribute 2 is 867 and the selectivity is 0.704878.

Test-bed

In order to measure the performance of utilization of the CRF algorithm, we investigate the following characteristics in this thesis:

1. The number of relations involved in the query.
2. The number of possible joining attributes involved in the query.
3. The selectivity of the attributes in the query.
4. The domain size.
5. The number of tuples in a relation.

However what we focus on and try to answer in this thesis is:

1. How does the number of relations in the query affect the performance?
2. How does the number of joining attributes in the query affect the performance?
3. How does the selectivity of the attributes affect the performance?
4. How does the relation size affect the performance?

As mentioned in the last motivation section, the real implementation of such an algorithm can be done with a parallel method and a sequential method. However in this simulation, past research suggests that the parallel method should have better performance than the
sequential method. Because the operations are in parallel, the response time is less, and the parallelism is maximum, which is quite suitable for any real distributed database system. So in all my following experiments, I am using the parallel method to simulate the whole process and get the experimental results.

4.2 Experimental Result and Evaluation

Because in the real practice, the numbers of relations involved in join operations are usually no more than 6, and joining attributes involved are not many. So in this experimental environment, the range for the number of relations is from 3 to 6, while the range for number of joining attributes is from 2 to 4. The selectivity is classified into 3 categories: Low (0.7 – 0.9), Medium (0.4 – 0.7) and High (0.1 - 0.4). Each relation in the query consists of 500 to 6000 tuples, while the attribute domain contains 500 to 1500 distinct values. The experiments carried out are classified into three parts based on the selectivity of all joining attributes in the test queries. Fifty queries were constructed and executed using the algorithm CRF, or in other words, each type of query will be run for 50 times (runs).
Results

4.2.1 Effect of the number of relations

![Graph showing effect of selectivity on various types of attributes.

As Figure 4.2.1.1 shows, when we deal with three relations in the simulation, medium selectivity always produces a higher beneficial rate than other selectivity, which is represented in purple by sequence. Generally, when the numbers of the joining attributes increase from 2 to 4, the beneficial rate shows deterioration for low selectivity. But for high selectivity or medium, three joining attributes case gives the relatively best performance. And one more feature of the 3 relations case is that the beneficial rate changes greatly. It can vary from about 30% to about 70%.
Figure 4.2.1.2 Four Relations

When we increase the relation numbers to 4, performance of the simulation changes a little bit. With the increase of the numbers of joining attribute, the beneficial rate doesn’t get worse greatly, under medium or high selectivity, it may be better than or relatively good. But compared to 3 relations case, the beneficial rate for any selectivity doesn’t vary a lot.
When we come to 5 relations or 6 relations, an outstanding phenomena is that more joining attributes don’t necessarily worsen the performance, sometimes, such as 5
relations with high or medium selectivity, it benefits the whole performance. And compared to 3 relation or 4 relation cases, the beneficial rates are rising at large.

4.2.2 Effect of the number of joining attributes

Figure 4.2.2.1 Joining Attributes’ Effect on Five relations with Medium Selectivity

At a whole, when we are dealing with 4 joining attributes, the performance varies in a wider range. Sometimes it can give the relatively highest beneficial ratio, sometimes it can be the worst. For 2 joining attributes or 3 joining attributes, no special pattern found yet.
4.2.3 Effect of the selectivity

![5X2-High selectivity](image)

*Figure 4.2.3.1 High Selectivity 5X2*

![5X2-Medium selectivity](image)

*Figure 4.2.3.2 Medium Selectivity 5X2*

Roughly speaking, higher selectivity is good for the performance when we have 5 relations for the simulation. The individual worst case occurs when we have low selectivity.
However, when we come to 4 relations case, the situation changes a little bit. High selectivity is not bad, but medium selectivity can bring worst performance sometimes.
Just as shown in Figure 4.2.3.5, when we run the simulation with medium selectivity, sometimes, zero benefit can occur. But from all the experiments we did, we met no minus benefit, which means to some degree, this algorithm does not cause deterioration in performance.
### 4.2.4 Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of joining attribute</th>
<th>Average beneficial ratio %</th>
<th>Number of relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 U</td>
<td>57.971</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>31.5130</td>
<td>68.1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 U</td>
<td>64.375</td>
<td>64.1509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>35.6417</td>
<td>69.6758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 U</td>
<td>65.5172</td>
<td>60.7843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>32.3129</td>
<td>34.3336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.5263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>33.1559</td>
<td>57.3961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average beneficial ratio %</th>
<th>Number of joining attribute</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 U</td>
<td>76.4706</td>
<td>74.5665</td>
<td>74.1573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>54.4874</td>
<td>55.7262</td>
<td>54.4049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>30.0000</td>
<td>32.6389</td>
<td>23.1707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 U</td>
<td>73.0435</td>
<td>72.0588</td>
<td>75.5274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>53.4020</td>
<td>54.5174</td>
<td>57.3514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>21.1538</td>
<td>30.9353</td>
<td>23.8906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 U</td>
<td>74.5763</td>
<td>79.1667</td>
<td>72.9560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>55.6945</td>
<td>56.9686</td>
<td>51.3049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>23.2558</td>
<td>29.4643</td>
<td>16.3462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>54.5280</td>
<td>55.7374</td>
<td>54.3537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.2.4.1 Average Benefit Ratio by factors**

Above, we present results coming from the comparison between CRF and IFS. High, Medium and Low are the three categories for selectivity. U, A and L represent the upper, average and lower ratio.
So far we have finished the experiments that focus on the answer for our first concern: Is it beneficial to apply this algorithm on relations involved? The answer is positive, and we can say it's almost always beneficial and the benefit is on average between 30%-90%.

Next, we need to discuss the experiments that can outline the difference between bloom-filter algorithm and our algorithm CRF.

4.2.5 Comparison between bloom-filter and CRF

4.2.5.1 Full reduction

From reference [MOL00], we can get the average percentage of full reduction with collisions using a single set of filters or using two sets of filters in the simulating environment. This is summarized in the following tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collision%</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.2.5.1.1 Average percentage of full reduction with collisions using a single set of filters*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collision%</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.2.5.1.2 Average percentage of full reduction with collisions using two sets of filters*

In the above two tables, we know the first row represents the possible collision rate when using hash functions. The first column represents the types of queries, such as 3-2 represents 3 relations with 2 joining attributes. The data in the main area give information about the average percentage of full reduction under each collision situation of each type of query.

As we know, one of the good features of CRF is its full reduction capability. On this aspect, any other bloom-filter based algorithm can never do better than this algorithm. From the statistics of the above tables and from the past experimental data, even assuming the bloom-filter has a perfect hash function, the average full reduction percentage is only 74%. The above two tables show that, with a single set of filters, the full reduction rate can be only 41%. Even with two sets of filters, the rate is only raised to 63%.
4.2.5.2 Cost

On the other hand, we need to know the computational cost for each algorithm. So based on the above results from the bloom-filter based algorithm, we do the evaluation as follows:

1. Compare the result only using one single bloom-filter with CRF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collision%</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td>86.65</td>
<td>87.56</td>
<td>87.10</td>
<td>84.44</td>
<td>78.52</td>
<td>80.39</td>
<td>70.12</td>
<td>83.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>94.73</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>94.63</td>
<td>92.88</td>
<td>92.43</td>
<td>90.49</td>
<td>87.88</td>
<td>86.35</td>
<td>91.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>97.65</td>
<td>97.22</td>
<td>98.58</td>
<td>97.80</td>
<td>96.53</td>
<td>96.06</td>
<td>93.57</td>
<td>92.23</td>
<td>96.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>99.14</td>
<td>98.97</td>
<td>99.43</td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>98.58</td>
<td>97.86</td>
<td>97.73</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>98.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>95.20</td>
<td>94.28</td>
<td>95.05</td>
<td>94.09</td>
<td>93.00</td>
<td>90.73</td>
<td>89.89</td>
<td>85.73</td>
<td>92.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.2.5.2.1 Average reduction with collisions using a single set of filters*

On average, 92.53% of all relations involved are fully reduced by the bloom-filter based algorithm. There we just refresh the definition of average reduction (%) and full reduction (%).

Average reduction (%) = reduced size/(total size-full size)*100, where total size is the total size of all relations involved in queries, reduced size is the size of the relations being reduced by applying such algorithm, and full size should be the size the relations after being fully reduced.

For example, the total size of all relations involved is 10,000, the reduced size is 1,000, while the full size should be 8,000.
Then average reduction (%) = 1000/(10000-8000) * 100 = 50%

Full reduction is percentage of queries fully reduced out of the total queries. For example, we run each type of query for 50 times. Out of these 50 queries, 25 queries are fully reduced. So the full reduction (%) = 50%.

2. Compare the result using two sets of filters with CRF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collision%</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>89.08</td>
<td>89.17</td>
<td>85.53</td>
<td>89.14</td>
<td>88.63</td>
<td>88.91</td>
<td>87.53</td>
<td>89.39</td>
<td>88.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>94.79</td>
<td>94.57</td>
<td>93.46</td>
<td>96.88</td>
<td>95.03</td>
<td>95.06</td>
<td>93.12</td>
<td>94.95</td>
<td>94.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>98.24</td>
<td>97.66</td>
<td>97.76</td>
<td>98.09</td>
<td>97.30</td>
<td>97.41</td>
<td>97.39</td>
<td>98.52</td>
<td>97.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>95.38</td>
<td>95.25</td>
<td>94.03</td>
<td>95.85</td>
<td>95.09</td>
<td>95.11</td>
<td>94.26</td>
<td>95.58</td>
<td>95.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.2.5.2.2 Average reduction with collisions using two sets of filters*

We can deduce from the two figures that the real average reduction rate, for only a single set of filters is (Average reduction) × (full reduction) = 41% × 92.53% = 37.9%, while for the two sets of filters, it is raised to 63% × 95.05% = 59.88%. Then the extra cost percentage we have to pay when using bloom filters would be: (100 - 37.9)% = 62.1% for a single set of filters, and 1 - 59.88% = 40.12% for two sets of filters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X-2 type query</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average full reduction size</td>
<td>2696</td>
<td>5135</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>9770</td>
<td>6250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.2.5.2.3 Average full reduction size*
From the experimental result I got based on CRF algorithm, the average beneficial rate for X-2 type (X here represents 3, 4, 5 or 6 relations, 2 represents two joining attributes) query is 55.6%, which means the cost we have to pay using this is about 44.4%. Compared to the extra cost percentage we have to pay when using only one set of bloom filters, this is obviously better. When compared with the result from two sets of bloom filters, we can approximately see $40.12\%$ (extra cost) $+ \sim 5\%$ (cost) $= 45.12\%$ is the real cost to be paid. Thus, CRF is a little bit more beneficial than using two sets of filters. In other words, CRF is comparable to two sets of bloom filters.

**Evaluation**

From the experimental results, especially referencing to the average beneficial rate (Figure 4.2.4.1), the general trends are:

1. This algorithm is almost always beneficial.
2. The lowest beneficial rate is 0 (occasionally occurs), and highest bound from the experiments we got is 81%. The average is 52.2%.
3. With the increase in the numbers of relations, the beneficial ratio is getting higher, however, the performance on three-relation type is exceptional.
4. Generally speaking, with high selectivity, our algorithm performs well, at least not worse than medium or low selectivity, except in situations in three relations.
5. Considering the non perfect hash function used for the bloom filter, collisions will always occur, which makes the result of the bloom filter algorithm not as good as its theoretical expectation. Based on the collision rate, we can see CRF works better than the bloom-filter based algorithm on average.
6. The past research only focuses on bloom-filters. When one set of bloom filters doesn't work well under collision situation, they found out using one more set of bloom filters could lead to better performance. From the experiments above we can see, even compared with the average result from two sets of bloom filters, CRF works alone better, at least not worse.

7. We conjecture that a bigger relation size will lower the benefit we can get using CRF. However from the experiments, it may not be true. Generally, when more relations are involved, the total size of the relations is bigger, but the performance is better. Another case we consider is the use of one set of bloom filters to reduce the relations, then use the CRF as the second step. In this experimental environment, we do not run under this circumstance. However, from the theoretical analysis based on the experimental result, it is not worse when using one set of bloom filters with CRF combination than using two sets of bloom filters.
Chapter 5 — Conclusion & Future work

5.1 Conclusion

The optimization of general queries in Distributed Database System (DDBS) is a very important research area, which is a core part in improving the whole database system's performance. The main concern or problem in this area is the selection of the best sequence of various operations to process queries to keep the cost to minimum. Because finding the optimal solution is NP-hard, a realistic and beneficial approach is to use heuristic algorithms which can produce near-optimal solutions.

During the past two decades, various possible algorithms have been presented and tested, which can be classified into following categories:

Join based algorithms, Semi-join based algorithms, hash-semijoin (or bloom filter) based algorithms, and join/semi-join combined algorithms. In general, semi-join based algorithms perform better than join-based algorithms. However what we can see is, we still have to spend a lot when using semi-join based algorithms for transmission. Focusing on transmission cost, not local processing cost, filters are proposed as a cheap way to implement semi-joins. This is a good approach compared to the former ones, however, since bloom filters are constructed by hash functions, collisions can never be avoided. This is the problem or bottleneck for bloom filter based algorithms. When collisions occur, we cannot reduce the relations to the full extent, which means a higher transmission cost than necessary. How can we overcome such a disadvantage of bloom filters? Some research proposed the use of more than one set of bloom filters. To a certain extent, it is better than only using a single set of bloom filter, for it reduces the
possibility of false-drop that occurs under collision. However, it still cannot promise the full reduction. It does give a way of solution, which is to increase the number of filters for use. However, a filter itself is not costless. It is not an easy job to find the balance between a false drop and amount of filters to use. So far no research has studied the formula or rules to find the right number of filters to use (Only in [Mul96], experimental numbers are given). In reality, there is more than one joining attribute in queries. Experiments show that using composite semi-join, we can get not worse result than semi-join. When taking all these factors into account, several considerations are very meaningful.

1. Replace semi-join with filters if possible.
2. Avoid collisions in filters if possible.
3. Apply composite semi-join into other algorithms if possible.

In this thesis, we investigate a new filter based algorithm CRF. This algorithm can use the filter concept. However it can avoid collisions. Thus after applying such algorithm, we can assure the full reduction. Secondly, it can keep the join information, which can combine composite semi-join with filters, however it’s never possible for bloom filter-based algorithms.

Algorithm CRF is a filter-based algorithm, which gets insight from PERF join. The main procedure to implement CRF is as follows:
1. Send join attributes: Transmit join attributes projection(s) $P_{R_i'}$ in parallel to the assembling site. Combining the composite semi-join, join the $P_{R_i'}$ and generate a CRF($R_i'$) for each corresponding $R_i'$

2. Receive CRF: Ship CRF($R_i'$) to and combine with each $R_i'$. $R_i'$ will be fully reduced into a relation $R_i''$ which contains only the matching tuples.

3. Transmit matching tuples: After excluding the join attributes, send each $R_i''$ in parallel to the assembling site to compose the final join result.

5.2 Future work

In my current work, I do not do any local actions for removal of duplicates. Even though we do not take local time into account, the local cost is still there. If doing the removal of duplicates on projections locally, sort and scan cost will occur. With the augmentation of relation size, the cost will be larger. So that in my current work, I do not remove the redundancy of projections, just send them for filter generation directly. However, we can tell, it will cost extra transmission cost for sure. Maybe future work can focus on finding out the real beneficial way to deal with the duplicates.

Secondly, due to the simulating environment for these experiments, I do not especially choose cases that favor the composite situation. But it’s clear, if more special cases favor the composite situation, the result, beneficial rate will be higher. So future work can continue work on special cases to find out how beneficial the composite situation is.
Thirdly, the comparison between CRF and bloom-filter based algorithms is tested only limited to X-2 type queries. When joining attributes increase, combined with the situation of more composite joins occur, the test results need to be proved, though theoretically we expect CRF is better than bloom-filter based algorithms.

Fourthly, future work can further the research and put it into the real database product for performance testing and improvement if possible.
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